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Ground-breaking ceremonies held for new dorms

by Gitonga M'mbijjewe

L -R: TAMU Deputy Chancellor for Academic
Institutions, Leo Sayavedra, PV SGA Pnsldent
r,

V

re ldent C arle

kitchen contains all the kitchenette entails plus an oven/range
and dishwasher.
The fees will for rooms with a full kitchen or a
kitchenette will vary. The fee for a room with a kitchenette will
be $1,150 per semester. The cost for a room with a full kitchen
will be $1,225. Payments may be made in monthly installments
of $230 for a kitchenette room and $245 for room with full
kitchens.
The university will pay up to $25 monthly for utilities
(water, sewer service and gas) for each unit. Only the bedroom
exceeding the $25 limit will be billed the excess amount.
Each unit will be completely furnished and carpeted
and have individual climate control. The living/dining rooms
will have a table with four chairs, a sofa, a side chair, an end table,
and a coffee table. Each bedroom will have a closet with custom
shelving, a chest of drawers, a night stand, a desk and book shelf,
desk chair, and a bed.
Cable television will be installed in each complex.
Each bedroom will have its own telephone jack. The
residents will have the choice of one or two lines for the whole
unit.
In addition to privacy and kitchen access, the ~n~vers·
Village ·

By LaDawn Hymes
Panther Staff
Lawerance Warren,
a 22-year-old junior
architecture major from Las
Vegas, Nev. won the 10th
Annual Mr. Prairie View
Pageant held Feb. 29 in
Hobart Taylor Recital Hall.
First runner-up was Brian
Aora, a 20-year-old junior
biology major from
Lawerance Warren
Richmond, Va.
"I am overjoyed and can't believe I won," said
Warren whose talent was an original dramatic monologue
entitled 'Ebony Love'. Warren said he hopes to own an
architectural firm someday.
Flora's talent was also a dramatic mono\ogue
inspired by his daughter tit\ed 'That Night' .
Other com~e\'l\ T"- ,nc\uded 'Oema,:cu
McGaugnc~ and Cw ,-.r;.
~
,\

A. Hlae

Mary
an We t at Unlver Uy Vlllla1e
1roundbreakln1 ceremonies Friday, Marcil 22.
By TIARA ELLIS

Panther Staff
Members of the TAMU board of regents and uni ~ersity
officals were on hand Friday for ground-breaking ceremome~ at
the conctruction site of University Village, a 169-~ housmg
complex that is scheduled to be ready for occupancy m the fall.
University Village will be located on the IO-acre lot
behind Owens-Franklin health center. It will comprise 1~9
artments that will house 672 students. Each apartment will
~~ve four bedrooms, two bathrooms, a l_iving/dining_ area and
one full kitchen or kitchenette. The kitchenette will have a
refrigerator, microwave, sink and cabinet counter space. A full

I
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McGaughey, a 20-year-o/d ;umor ad en, mg an nuyor
enclosed y a six- oo
from Dallas. McGaughtey hopes to one day hold a
access and private parking for residents.
challenging position in advertising art.
The only complaints some students have about the
Nicholas, a 21-year-old agricultural economics
complex is the requirement that students remain on the Alumni senior from Houston won the Mr. Positive award. Nicholas
meal plan. "Why should we have to pay to eat at Alumni, ~hen wants to earn a terminal degree and pursue opportunities
we will have our own kitchen to cook in?" asked freshman Cicely in international policy with the United States Department

Boone.
According to workers in the auxiliary office, living in
University Village is just like living anywhere else on c~pus.
The property is owned by the university and therefore residents
must

see CEREMONY on page 10

.
f II f 1996
University Village will be open for occupancy an the a o
•

See story on page 4.

Warren wins 1996
Mr. P.V. pageant

of Agriculture.
The theme for the evening was "Young, Gifted
and Black."
Master and mistress ofceremonies were Maurice
Perkins and Rahsaan Patterson. Coordinators of the
pageant included William Young, Cameron Fowler,
Marcus Lane, Alzo Slade, Jeremy Drake, Desmond Smith,
Chrystal Bender, and Frederick Roberts.
Special guests included Miss Prairie View,
Kimberly Williams, Andrea- Parks, and President and
Mrs. Charles A. Hines. Entertainment was provided by
Tonya Silmon, Donald Jennings, and Lisa Rosborough.

by Gitonga M'mbi.ijewe

Review of the soundtrack "Thin
Line Between Love and Hate'
soundtrack on page 8.
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Health News

Briefly

Study will focus on calcium and girls
Annual Honors Convocation
The 42nd Annual University-wide Honors Convocation is scheduled for Friday,
March 29 at 10 a.m. in the University Field House. Special recognition will be given to thos
students who earned academic honors during the Spring 1995 and Fall 1995 semesters. The
convocation speaker is Dr. Huel D. Perkins, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor of Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge.

Pinpointing peak periods of calcium absorption during childhood and adolescence may help young girls build stronger bones.
"Most of an adult's skeleton is built and enlarged during childhood and adolescence so getting enough calcium at the right time is
important," said Dr. Steven Abrams at the USDA's Children's Nutrition
Research Center at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.
Abrams has launched a five-year study to identify critical
periods of bone development by determining the effect of puberty on
calcium absorption and bone formation. He will follow 60 black, white,
and Hispanic girls as they age from 7 to 12.

Campus Voice-the College Site on The Internet
Campus Voice ( the poster that probably graces the walls of the student union and
residence halls) bas launched a World Wide Web site called, Campus Voice: The College
Site( http://www.campusvoice.com/)
The College Site will feature a compilation of the best college newspapers from
around the United States. It will cover the serious things on college campuses ---news,
studying, working, planning for the future, grappling with issues, money, grad school, health,
relationships, thinking, and coping. And the College Site will also cover things that are not s
serious: music, sports, food, movies, multimedia and travel.
Caffi\_)us Voice is looking for students to write stories, create cartoons, to keep them
\1~-to o.ate with wna~s goin'& on. So, check it out, write an artic\e on how to help Campus
Voice spread the word. Campus 'voice will not only provide an outlet for your work., out wm
actually pay students to work. For instance, if they run a students prof'lle of a cool professor,
they pay $50. The best cartoons will get $25 a pop.

Beware of water in less developed areas
A word of advice for travelers venturing into less developed
areas of the world: Avoid ice cubes.
In places with poor sanitation and hygiene, wise travelers will
shun anything made from water that may not have been properly treated,
said Dr. James H. Runnels of the Travel Medicine Service at Baylor
College of Medicine in Houston.
That includes ice cubes, usually from tap water.
For liquids, the best bet is carbonated beverages or drinks made
with boiled water. Even bottled water should be carbonated; otherwise it
may be nothing more than a bottle that was refilled at a tap.
Ch\ori.nat.i.on is a\s.o no auarantee that water is.

afe. even thoua:h

chlorination does reduce the microorganism count, Runnels.

Campus Voice is open to suggestionsand open for work. Contact Hillari Do~dle,
9423)523-1101, West World Media, 125 W. Jackson Ave., Suite 203, Knoxville, TN 37902.
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Faculty

Department News
Spanish Hours Earned In One Month
The Department of English and Foreign Languages is offering a language and culture
program in Madrid, Spain, July 1996, where students will be able to earn six semester hours of
academic credit in one month. All students with at least one year of Spanish will be totally immersed in the language and culture of Spain, while earning six hours credit. On June 30, students
will fly from Houston to Madrid, and will return to Houston on July 31. The cost of the program is
$2,500. Round-trip fare, room and board, and tuition are included.
Eligible applicants for the program will be placed on first-come first-serve basis. The
maximum current enrollment is 15 students, the minimum enrollment is 10 students. For more
information concerning enrollment and payment dates, contact Dr. Carolina Henriquez at the
Department of English and Foreign Languages.

Barbara J. Jacket

Debate Team : 'Confidence Percolates'

Born in Port Arthur, Barbara
Jean Jacket completed her formative
education at Lincoln High School before enrolling in Tuskegee University
in 1954 and earning her degree in
1958. She received the Master of
Science degree from Prairie View
A&M University in 1968.
Jacket's professional career
dates back to her first year at Van

The PYAMU Parliamentary Debate Team took second place sweepstakes trophy
at St. Thomas University in Houston on St. Patrick's Day weekend. Hillsdale College of
Michigan was first and Rice finished third. Program director, Ozzie Banicki, says, "The
overall team confidence is percolating."

KWTX Radio Broadcasting Opportunity
KWTX Radio AM/ FM is looking for a production director. Good commercial writing skills a must, previous radio experience and multi-track knowledge necessary.
hi

~.cD,e on•••1;1-re ~-,,~~~~-:~~

-

she has compiled more than 30 years
of distinguished service in the capacities of swimming instructor,
physical education professor and
director of athletics.
Her involvement with the
field of athletics is impressive. As a
founder of Prairie View A&M's track
team some 30 years ago, Jacket went
on to claim 20 national championships, 12 Indoor Southwestern Athletic Conference Championships
(seven consecutive), and was honored regionally and nationally as
"Coach of the Year." In 1992, she
coached the women's Olympic team,
which won four gold medals and
three bronze medals.
Jacket's other honors are as
numerous, and her coaching expertise has caused her to featured in a
number of magazines. She has been
inducted into the Ha\\ of Fame o{ the
S
tern i\.th\etic Cont

Buren \\i.gb Sc::hoo\ i.n \\e.T nau:ve ?an
\

!>'&

oherhl h

Beyond The Hill
State Preservation Board
Have you ever wanted to
contribute names , dates, facts and
pictures for an exhibit that thousands of people will see and enjoy ? Now is your chance!
The State Preservation
Board is gathering information
for a comprehensive exhibit about
the contributions of 51 African
Americans who served the state
as legislators or Constitutional
Convention Delegates during the
19th century .
The legislation these men
voted for , the causes in which
they believed, and the work they
accomplished outside of the political realm offer us a window
into the past ; where black and
white men united to draft policies that would shape the future
of Texas . This full-scale exhibit
\\;ill be on display in the Capitol's

ground floor rotunda during February
of 1997, to coincide with Black History Month and the 75th Texas legislative session.
Information should be submitted no later than April 1, 1996 for
possible inclusion in the 1997 exhibit. To receive a handout about this
exciting new exhibit, please call CuratorofEducation Ali Shirley at (512)
463-5495, or write the State Preservation Board, P.O. Box 13286, Austin, Texas, 78711 .

$1,000 ad scholarships
The Southeast Texas Advertising Federation is seeking applications for its annual scholarship to be
awarded to this spring to three junior
or senior level college students meeting this criteria: Be a resident of
Jefferson , Hardin, Orange or Jasper
county; or attending a college located

within the Golden Triangle, be a junior or senior enrolled in an accredited
4-year university or college majoring
in advertising, mass communication
or marketing or a related field such as
public relations, graphic design.journalism, radioffV or photography.
Applicants must submit two
letters of recommendation from an
educational professional, submit one
of the following-a minimum 250word essay on why the selection committee should award you a scholarship, a VHS or audio commercial of
60-seconds in length saying why you
are a great person to receive a STAF
scholarship , a mock news story announcing your announcing your application for this award with details
on why the selection committee made
you it's choice, or a print media ad
elling yourself as the best candidate
to receive this award. From more write
the ST AF, Education Committee, PO
Box 4062, Beaumont, TX 77704-

4062.

Commemorative Book art sought
The Black Collegian invites
participation in three special features
of its upcoming 25th anniversary Commemorative Book, to be published in
April 1996.
"The Student Gallery" will
showcase the art of African-American
college students. Samples of art in the
form of slides, transparencies, or print
will be considered for publication. Each
sample should contain the artists name,
the title of the work and the type of
media used.
"At Home With Black Collegians" will be a photo essay depicting
how African -American college students live, on and off campus-studying, relaxing, playing, having meals,
etc. Photos can be accepted in the form

of black and white or color prints an
color slides and transparencies. Th
Black Collegian will pay $50 foe eac
photo published. Only top quality pho
tos will be considered. All considere
submissions must include captions an
photo releases.
Nominations for "Outstand
ingAfrican-American Collegians" ar
sought for an article highlighting col
lege students whose academic records
leadership qualities, and communit
services place them at the top of thei
class. To nominate a student, send th
name, school, address and telephon
of the nominee; a brief description o
his or her accomplishment and you
own name and telephone number.
For more information cal
Sonya. Stinson , The Black Collegia
140 Carondelet St., New Orleans, L
70130.
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Newsweek
Marriott gives to ACCESS program
Omar A. Muhammad, General Manager of
Marriott Dining Services at Prairie View A&M
University, has announced Marriott's support for the
PV AMU "ACCESS" program. Muhammad said, "As
the industry leader in education food services, Marriott
is very proud of its commitment to education, training,
quality and continous improvement." According to
Muhammad, the food service corporation is planning to
sponsor an opening reception for ACCESS student and
their parents with up to $1,000 in food services. Also,
Marriott will provide $300 in Marriott signature"
novelties for participants in the ACCESS Program.
Community Relations & Marketing Officer,
yTomUodwin
Carol Campbell believes ACCESS is, ".... dedicated to
Tim Albert, Catering Manager-Marriott, John
fulfilling the statewide special purpose of PVAMU to
Radcliff', Regional Manager for Marriott presents
serve a diverse population of students while
check to Dr. Charles A. Hines.
simultaneously maintaining the institution's mission of
excellence in education, research and service for all
citizens of Texas." Formerly known as Project Eagle, Campbell indicates that, " Academic courses will be
ACCESS hopes to improve the scholastic performance augmented by classes in personal/social development, selfand retention of students who are from culturally diverse awareness, leadership and other social/life skills."
backgrounds, economically challenged, and historically
Following the ACCESS Program, staff members
by-passed.
will continue to track overall student progress and to provided
The program will be an intensive eight week. academic counseling, tutoring, and mentorship during the
bigh\y structured, academic pre-co\\ege summer student's freshman year at PV AMU. Dr. Cbar\es A. Hines,
\)t0gtam designed to offet mathematics, teading is fue Ditectot of ACCESS and Dt. William Parket is the
comprehension, writing, computer and study skills Depu\~ Director for \he program. Christa =ot\o-y and Leui.e
training. ACCESS Program open to Texas residents, Raab are program coordinators for the program. For more
made possible by funding from the Texas Legislature. information call: (409) 857- 4448 or 4449.

.

Illegal trash disposal challenges litter laws
By DAN MORALES
Attorney General
All across Texas, record of cars and boats, and junking old cars Involve high schools, neighborhood
numbers oflandfills are closing down. in rivers or lakes. It is also a crime to groups and business organizations in
Some have simply filled up with trash. dump trash at an illegal dump site for the fight against litter. Other steps
Others cannot meet tough, new commercial purposes. For instance, you can take to curb illegal dumping
environmental standards. As a result, some unscrupulous trash haulers will include: Dispose of your own waste
many individuals and businesses are increase their profits by dumping your properly. Always place trash in bags
having to drive farther and pay more trash illegally and pocketing the and tie off the top before transporting
to legally dispose of their trash . landfill fee. Like -wise, a business it or placing it in a dumpster. If you
Unfortunately, some have opted to may not dump construction or need to dispose oflarge, bulky items,
save time and money by dumping manufacturing debris in a vacant lot call your city or town for assistance,
trash wherever it is convenient, not to avoid paying the cost of disposing If you use a private hauler, ask for
necessarily where it is legal. In trash in a legal landfill.
tipping fee receipts or other proof
increasing numbers, too many Texans You Can Make The Difference
that they actually took your trash to
You can make a real the landfill. Report suspected illegal
are giving in to this temptation.
difference by reporting illegal trash haulers to the authorities. If
What The Law Says
According to the Texas Litter dumpers and dump sites to local you run a business, report all
Abatement Act, it is against the law to authorities. You can also take direct competitors who are illegally
dump garbage in places that are not action by organizing volunteers to dumping their solid waste. No one
licensed landfills. It is also illegal to clean up river banks, dumping grounds should profit or gain a competitive
collect or receive litter in a place that and roadsides. Clean site are less advantage by breaking the law and
is not an authorized landfill, even if likely to become dump sites. If a trashing our state.
that place is on private property. For problem is severe enough, you can Take Action
To report illegal dumping,
example, you could be subject to organize local groups to publicize the
prosecution if you allow a friend or situation. Enlist television, radio and call the regional office of the Texas
relative to discard old appliances or newspapers to spread the word about Natural Resource Conservation
furniture on your land. Other common illegal dump sites and to highlight the Commission on your county health
violations include throwing litter out efforts made by local residents. department.

niversity Village expected
o enhance Prairie View's image
Although construction on
new residence halls for Prairie View
A&M University has ~!ready begun,
a "ceremonial ground-breaking
ceremony" was held to kick-off the
new initiative at 11 :30 a.m. on March
22. The ceremony was held at Third
Street and New Avenue, on the NW
side of the campus across from the
tennis courts. The Texas A&M
University System Board of Regent
attended the ceremony following the
open session of a scheduled meeting
atPVAMU.
According to PV AMU
president, Dr. Charles A. Hines,
"Construction began (on University
Village) in February 1996, and will be
completed by Fall 1996, in time for
the new school year. The residential
complex will contain nine apartment
style buildings and one common
building. The residential buildings
wi\1 consist of 168 four-bedroom units
\hat. will pn,v\.de a

\ 0£ 67'2

(one student per bedroom). All units
will have kitchenettes equipped with
a refrigerator and microwave. Each
unit will have a common living room

area."

access. It is hoped that this new
project will promote," ...freedom of
choice, exploration, self-direction
development and universit;
residential life responsibility.",
according to the PVAMU Privatized
Student Housing Assignment/
Referral Procedures.
"Amenities contained within
the project will include perimeter
fencing with pedestrian card access, a
sand volley ball court, a basketball
court, and picnic areas with barbecue
grills. The commons building will
consist of TV /social lounges,
management offices, maintenance
shop, and an optional room that may
be used for a study room, fitness
center, vending area or manager's
apartment," commented Hines.
Al Aldridge, former Dean
of Men, now Director of Housing and
Residential Life, says, "When I came
on board five years ago, I recognized
livi;g7o~ditiontand, I made it my
business to be totally involved with
improving student housing, and, to
align our students quality of living
conditions for our students at our great
university."
"Prairie View A&M
University is designated one of three
'Institutions of the First Class'

All facilities are air
conditioned, and have enhanced study
areas. Each hall and complex has
provisions for telephone, cable TV,
and are equipped for future computer see HOUSING on page 10.

PVAMU math instructor discharged
The acting president of the
Prairie View Chapter of the Texas
Faculty Association (TFA) has been
discharged of his duties beginning the
1996 Academic year. William Foster,
a well -respected mathematics
instructor and an important fund raiser
for Prairie View A&M University, is
also a candidate for Congress in the
U.S. Congressional District 5 of Texas.
During a November faculty meeting
held with the President of PV AMU,
Dr. Charles Hines, Foster pointed out
to Dr. Hines that he had
misappropriately used student
assessment fees. Foster and Hines
disagreed publicly on how those funds
were to be used according to the new
state laws.
Foster released a statement
regarding the whistle-blowing. Ron
Beard, former head coach and physical
education instructor for 13 years,
released a statement regarding his

dismissal after his recruitment
activities forTFA. Joe Beasley, another
mathematics instructor, was
discharged after he filed charges
against a student for assault. Mr.
Beasley also released a statement to
the press at this time.
"If the allegations made in
the grievance filed against PV AMU
have any validity, the person or persons
responsible should be reprimanded or
discharged," stated Jim Herrington,
Organizational Specialist for the Texas
Faculty Association.
"It is
inconceivable that the University
would allow anyone to remain in a
position of authority once it is
determined that misuse of state funds
has occurred and that employees have
been retaliated against for doing their
jobs. The University has an obligation
to the public to maintain high moral
and ethical standards for its
employees."

Newsweek
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Williams-Willis to head PV Cooperative Extension program Clinton administration advisor
to speak at honors convocation

by Tom Godwin

Dr. Linda Williams-Willis
"I am extremely pleased with
he appointment and believe it will be
exciting opportunity," said Dr. Linda
illiams-Willis as Prairie View A&M
niversity officials announced her
ppointment as administrator of the
rairie View A&M University
ooperative Extension Program.
ccording to Dr. Williams-Willis,
'The PVAMU program is the largest
890 Cooperative Extension Program
n the country."
Williams-Willis, a native of
onticello, AR, has served with

School in Columbus, OH. Also, programs and I intend to continue that
Williams-Willis has international tradition." Williams-Willis said, "I
experiences having taken educational think that we have an opportunity to
sojourns to Ghana, West Africa and have an even greater impact on the
Dr. Hue! D. Perkins, recently university as Executive Assistant to
Mexico City to study leadership.
community: However, we muS t appointed by President Clinton to the the Chancellor.
Following the receipt of a redesignourapproachino rder th atthe Board of Advisors for the J.W.
Prior to becoming a faculty
B.S. degree from the University of contemporary society in new and Fulbright Foreign Scholarship member at LSU, the noted author and
Arkansas at Pine Bluff in home innovative ways and I believe that we, Program, w1·11 be the featured speaker scholar served as Deputy Director of
economics education, Dr. Williams- at PV AMU Cooperative Extension, at the upcoming Prairie View A&M Education Programs with the National
Willis received a degree from The will meet th at challenge."
University Honors Convocation. Endowment for the Humanities,
Ohio State University in fam 1·1y
Williams-Willis has won a Begmnmg
· · at l 0 a.m., Friday, March Washington, D.C.
relations and consumer science. The number of awards and accolades over 29, the convocation will be held at the
Recent awards include the
new administrator earned her degree the years. She has been a recipient of Billy Nicks Complex (Fieldhouse). Brotherhood Award given by the
with the successful defense of her the Prairie View A&M University
Dr. Perkins has written three National Conference of Christians and
dissertation using the topic, "Presidential New Achiever Award" books, authored over seventy-five Jews; the Educator of the Year Award
"Perceptions of the 1890 Extension <1991 ), and th e "ES-USDA Impact articles and book reviews and has had given by the LSU Chapter of Phi Delta
Program in Texas by 1862 Extension 2000 Award for Innovative Nutrition on eof his speeches fonnerly entered Kappa; the Friend ofEducation Award
Employees and Strategies for Education Programming for intotheCongressionalRecord. Hehas provided by the Lousiana Chapter of
Strengthening Cooperative Relations contributions to the Minority Peer served on the Board of Elementary the American Federation of Teachers.
Between the Two Extensi·on Educator Project." The administrator an d secondary Education for the State
Also he has received the
Organizations in Texas."
has been honored with a "Statewide of Louisiana having been appointed Volunteer ActivistAwardbytheBaton
The leadership style fostered Early Career Service Award" by the by Gov. Buddy Roamer. He also was Rouge Speech and Hearing
by Williams-Willis will no doubt be Texas Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Phi, honored by the Lousiana Endowment Foundation; the Humanitarian Award
bolstered by the fact that she was an Honorary Fraternity. Also, she for the Humanities as 1988 Humanist from the Baton Rouge Human
intern in the National Extension gamered the"ModelProgramAward" of the Year. Over the years, he has Relations Council; and the
Leadership Development (NELD) fromtheNationalAssociationofl890
.
Extension Adm" . tr t
f
h wor k ed as L"mcoln University,
DistinguishedCitizenAwardformthe
mis a ors or t e Jefferson City, Mo. and at Southern B
Program, and currently Leadership
Texas .which
and implementation
of Umversity,
.
. Baton Rouge, La., where Foundation.
aton Rouge Speech
Hearing
. allowed her to focus on development
th T
.
Further, and
he has
been
orgamzallonal develo~ment anc\ e een H~~ Sym~Sl~.
. he served as Dean of the Co\\ege of awarded, the 'Distinguished Ci\i-z.en
renewal, a personal philosophy of
Wilhams-Wilhs_ has high Arts and Humanities.
Award o{ \he \ ttouma Ne.a. °BO't
leadership cultural diversity and the hopes for the prog~ess,on o{ the
"PCYlun w a\
A..P ."t
. . ,11.U·,.-.n
promotion of in\en\alion
PV AMU Coo-pc~ \1ve
v·
i\:
-:'?~~~·~ •• ...:~'11•-•-\•~~~•,-•"-_·,--'~"l""...,. ·"''--"- --=•'V'»••··"'•

V AMU as Assistant Administrator
-1--------------....=.--;;.;.;.;.;;;;.,.;.;;.~-

ciences ince 1991 and as program
pecialist for nutrition. Previously,
he was county Extension agent for
ome economics with the University
f Arkansas Cooperative Extension
ervice and an instructorof consumer
ome economics at Eastmoor High

While Williarns-Wilh

i

committed to" hared leadership", it i
clearasshesays, "Acomerstoneofmy
and impJemen
eritus of
philosophy is quality. The PYAMU based on loc~ needs. This bas always following retirement from LSU, fellow hip program atLoui iana Stale
st· reng tb of th e Perkins was asked to return to the Universicyhasbeennamed m
Cooperative Extension Program has a been a · ma1or
· his bonor.
E
long history under the previous CooperatJve xtens1on Program."
leadership of being devoted to quality

Mathematics professor wins Tasker H. Bliss award

Paying Too Much To Cash Your Checks.

Consumers who regularly use check
By DAN MORALES
cashing
services can easily spend thr
Frazieradded, "This is indeed ttorney General
annually foroutstanding contributions
times
more
than those who use ban
to military engineering education or an honor for me, but I feel it must be
for
basic
financial
services. It is tragic
Recently, our office worked
for promoting technical leadership in shared with my fellow faculty members
but
true,
that
customers
who use check
and staff, without whose strong support nacaseinKileenthatinvolvedcheckthe national defense establishment.
cashing
outlets
are
often
those wh
Captain W.O. King, Jr., I could not have aspired to such an ashing schemes. Certain outlets were can least afford the extra expense.
Prairie View's Professor of Naval honor. I truly feel that I am a part of the harging effective interest rates of up Options :Many consumes who us
o 1,400 percent. Ursery charging
Science, who nominated Frazier for R.O.T.C. program."
xcessive interest rates is illegal in check-cashing services cannot o
President
Charles
A.
Hines
the award, summarized: "Dr. Frazier's
choose not to open a bank account. I
dedication and inspirational teaching salutes Dr. Frazier on this single exas, but some outfits tried to get
und the law with fancy language you are in this category, don't give u
style make him an enduring contributor achievement by stating that "Dr.
after one bank turns you down. Cal
to hundreds of students, Prairie View Frazier's ability to teach, and his nd tricky maneuvers. While there are
any reputable check-cashing around to find a bank, credit union, o
A&M University, and military selfless service make him a valued
asset to Prairie View A&M University ervices, those that ignore the law savings and loan that offers a low-cos
engineering education."
checking account for small balances
Dr. Freddie L. Frazier
Frazier will receive his award and to the entire community. I hould know that they will be targets
Special accounts are often availabl
at the Society's Honors Banquet, May congratulate Dr. Frazier, his students, f investigation.
for students, low-income wage earners
faculty
and
staff
within
the
Colleges
of
ow
It
Works
23, in Louisville, Kentucky. When
By LAURRI GARCIA
seniors and others. The time you spen
Fort
Hood
troopers,
who
are
Arts
and
Sciences
and
Engineering
infonned of winning the award, Frazier
Special to ThePanther
on the phone can pay dividends. Th
tationed
in
Kileen,
were
getting
caught
and
Architecture
for
their
outstanding
said, "I am extremely pleased to receive
fees banks charge are nearly alway
n
a
"check-cashing
loop."
Encouraged
work
in
achieving
this
special
this special recognition."
lower than the fees check-cashin
o
establish
an
account,
the
soldiers
recognition.
This
is
another
example
Dr. Freddie L. Frazier,
"I am very fortunate to have
services charge.
ere
given
$100
in
cash
immediately
Professor and Coordinator of such quality students, cadets, and of 'Something Inside So Strong,"'
n return for writing apost-datedcheck What Are the Fees?
Engineering Mathematics, was midshipmen to work with. Their boasted Hines.
Frazier has been a math n the amount of $150. Some enlisted
recently selected as the winner of the energy and enthusiasm about math and
Society of American Military engineering inspires me to work harder instructor at PV AMU since 1967. He oldiers lost half their pay to " fees"
see CHECKS on page I 0
very month. Military personnel are
Engineers (SAME) 1995 Tasker H. and do all I can to nurture their has unconditionally shown
ot the only residents ofTexas to suffer.
Bliss Award. The award is offered professional development."
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Inner Soul
Better Days Will Come

Once upon a time it was
known
that the sun would rise and
the darkness would be gone.
The sun still rises
but the darkness now stays
We can no longer run and
hide
Just wish for the coming of
better days.
Souls have gone shallow
and skies are now pale
1'h\s 'Hot\d has \a\\en ,nto
another realm

Where evil may do as it shall.

I know not when nor how
the light will prevail again
I guess the answer to that
question can
only be found within the
hearts
of all women, children, and
men.
Though our world is in turmoil
and the tutu re looks
uncompromising and glum,
As long as there is hope and
people that care
There is no doubt that better
days will come.
By James Milam

I Got Flowers Today
(Dedicated to All Battered Women)

I got flowers today!
It wasn't my birthday or any other special day;
We had our first argument last night;
And he said a lot of cruel things that really hurt;
I know that he is sorry and didn't mean to say the
things he said;
Because he sent me flowers today.
I got flowers today!

It wasn't our anniversary or any other special day;
Last night he threw me into a wall and started
choking me;
It seemed like a nightmare, but you wake from
nightmares to find they aren't real;
I woke up this morning sore and bruised all overbut I know he must be sorry;
Because he sent me flowers today.
I got flowers today!
And it wasn't Valentine's Day or any other special
day;
Last night he beat me and threatened to kill me;
Make-up and \ong-s\eeves didn't hide the cu.ts and
)
bruises this time;

I couldn't go to work today because I didn't want
anyone to know-but I know he's sorry;
Because he sent me flowers todav.
I got flowers today!
And it wasn't Mother's Day or any other special
day;
Last night he beat me again, and it was much
worse than all of the other times;
If I leave him, what will I do? How will I take care
of the kids? What about money?
I'm afraid of him, but I'm too scared and
dependent to leave him! But he must be sorry;
Because he sent me flowers today.
I got flowers today ...
Today was a very special day-it was the day of
my funeral;
Last night he finally killed me - I was beaten do
death;
If only I would have gathered the courage and
strength to leave him;
The Women's Shelter could have helped me, but I
didn't ask for their help;
So I got flowers today ...for the last time.

By Paulette Kelly
Submitted by T. Smith
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority, Inc.

Development internally
From blood vessel to
bone
But life is not complete
without a soul. ..
Laughter and joy
As we play in the sand
But life is not complete
without a soul. ..
The echo inside of a
hollow domain
My face appears cheerful;
my heart full of pain.
A timeless prisoner of
years of rejection
H

ble

·

for lov

and affection.
The pathway was drama.
Experience was the key to
learn
I owned a precious
gemstone
And that diamond was
"me."
Having aged from my
youth,
Serene qualities I now
possess,
My life continues while
rebuilding my soul. ..

Tihara T. Smith
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Cherry Pie

AS A BLACK MAN

My, My, My what's the word
Cherry pie is the bomb or haven't you heard
It's at its best when it comes out hot
From the lower level of a spot.
Disappointment when it's cold but satisfaction when it's
hot,
You may have to blow it to cool it
And if there is a hole in it, fill it, but not to deep because
you may not be able to handle it.
...Me·I like to grab it from the back and dismantle it
'
when it comes to Cherry Pie get as much as you can, because it melts in your mouth and not in your hand, Cherry
Pie is never bitter, but forever sweet, and it is best served
between the sheets,
Too much cherry pie may give you a dose of deja vu, and
Black Queens say the blacker the berry,

As a black man
I have a voice in this world
So please listen to what I have to say
Because I will be known one day.
I will never forget
About the things from the past
And now that I look back
I understand the knowledge that we
lacked.
We lacked the knowledge
. To understand one another
And when the problems came to be
We tend to kill our young black brothers.
We lacked the education
that some people may have,

-the sweeter the juice, Have you had your cherry pie today?
I know I have but my mouth was full so l had nothing to

say,
I tasted cherry pie I must confess, and in return there was ,
a big mess. If your mind is in the gutter you need to quit,
Cherry pie is something you eat not something you lick
bv De La Ghetto

But hopefully one day we'll tlse up
and walk down the right pafu.

As a black man
I have a voice in this world

So please listen to what I have to say

Because I will be known one day.

by Melvin Douglas McClain Jr.

Untitled
I am nothing without your touch my love.
I am nothing without your kiss
2 spend each night in your arms my flower,
Is this man's idea of bliss
2 not hear your voice each day is 2 die 7 times by God's
wrath.
If I could anything other than human
I'd rather be the water in your bath.'
by Christopher Tracy

Submit all
poetry
to Room 207
Hilliard Hall.
For more inform at ion call
857-2132
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Lifestyles
'Thin Line' soundtrack stands on thin ic

Scholarship established at Prairie View A&M University College of Nursing

By ZHARMER HARDIMON
Panther Staff

If you're into soundtracks
that you can listen to from beginning
to end then sleep on the Thin line
Between love and Hate Soundtrack
because it is exhaustively tiring.
The soundtrack swings, but
misses with songs like "Damned If l
Do" by Something For the People
featuring freaky diva, Adina Howard,
by Chris Helcemanas-Benge
and "I Don't Hang" by unknown
lyricist, Soopafly.
Martin Lawerance and Lynn
Sometimes music producers Whitfield star in "A Thin Line
take track sampling a little bit too far
Between Love and Hate"
and this is definitely the case with
"Love Got My Mind Trippin "'. The song is backed with Al Green's clas ic,
"Love and Happiness," and fronted with rhymes by newcomer, Ganjah K.
... Don't ask me who he i !??!
One time hit makers, The Luniz, prove that all they really have
goin' on is "5 on it." Their cut on the soundtrack titled "Ring My Bell" will
have you pressing the kip button with a quickness.
The soundtrack' mastennind, Roger Troutman, spreads his drum
machine anucs and s-yn\hesh.ed voices throughout \he soundtrack in cuts

by Tom Godwin

A check for 25,000 was presented to PVAMU and will be matched for a total of
50,000 for the RoseAnn Waindel, R.N., Endowed Scholarship help support
undergraduate education for tudeots inter ted in Emergency Care Nursing.
Pictured Oeft to right) are Dr. Dollie Brathwaite, Dean, PV AMU College of
ursing, Harriet Kahn, Dr. Rubeo Lopez, Bretton Gilmore, Denise Hemby,
Michelle Longergan and Carrie Stuart.

\\"--e "~e'IHare of. l./\.1 Cte.'IH :' "Choco\ate C\t'; ," and \\-'town' t. 1:emak.e o{

"imn'l..mc:·
R. Kelly lovers will like his "Freak Tonight", a cut tracked with
Mtume's 1980 something "Juicy" and covered with Kelly's sensuous

The soundtrack finally makes it to first base with Tevin Campbell's
rendition of Stevie Wonder's 1976 "Knocks Me Off My Feet". The teen
balladeer brings the bespectacled one' melodies back to life with great
perfection.
The motion picture, Thin Love Between Love and Hate ,opens in
theaters across the country on April 5th. The film stars Martin Lawrence,
Lynn Whitfield, and Bobby Brown. Hopefully the movie is much better
than the music. No disrespect.

u

King crowned 1996 Miss
By LaDawn Hymes
Panther Staff

Kodeesha King, a 21- yearold junior nursing major from
Brooklyn, N.Y., won the title of Miss
Royal Blue and Gold in the second
yearly pageant sponsored by the
Fraternal order of Classy Gentleman
March 18.
First runner-up and winner
of Best Swimsuit was 18-year-old
information systems major Krishauna

Taylor from Houston.
King said, "I am very happy
and sad; happy to win, but sad that my
parents aren't here." King plans to
uphold her title in a positive manner by
educating others as well as herself.
Contestants competed in the
areas of self-expression, talent,
swimsuit, evening gown and question
and answer.
Tamaran Kirkpatrick, a
freshman nursing major from Spring,
Texas won second runner -up. Other
contestants were Patrice Nelson , who

lue ana

OlU

won Miss Congeniality, and Tameeka
Seay.
Entertainment was provided
by Fae Nash, Twanda Twine, and the
university's Classic Dance Ensemble.
Master and Mistress of ceremonies
were Ron Washington and Panther
editor Ann Harvey .
Coordinators of the pageant
included Washington, Harvey, Roy
Jones, Secedrick Brass, LaDawn
Hymes, Quentin Young, Terence
Halbert, Monte Hubbard and Samantha
Thomas.

10. Crossroads ....................Bone Thugs N' Harmony
9. You're the One............................................... SWV

8. Life Goes On ................................................ 2 Pac
7. Always Be My Baby (Remix) ......... Mariah Carey

6. Keep On ................................................... MC Lyte
5. Get Money ........................................ .Junior Mafia
4. Down Low (Remix) .................................. .R.Kelly

3. Have I Never............................. A Few Good Men
2. All the Things Your Man Won't Do ............... .Joe
I. Killing Me Softly .................................lhe Fugees

PV student artist featured in library exhibit
"I plan to create an entire
cartoon environment through the use
of sight and sound," said Prairie View
A&M University senior advertising
art major, Larry Hendrix. The young
cartoonist's work was on display March
18-22, at the John B. Coleman Art
Gallery. The exhibit consisted of
Hendricks' cartoon art and graphic
designs.
A graduate of Robert E. Lee
High School in Houston, Hendrix has
published cartoons in the university
newspaper, The Panther. and has
introduced a variety of his cartoon

characters to the PV AMU faculty, staff,
and students over the years.
Three of his noted works are
'The Egyptian Way", "Mark's-A-Lot"
and "Panther Pete".
"Panther Pete," the main
character in his comic book represents
the average PVAMU student who has
to deal with issues such as student
conflict and staff-student relations.
Hendrix's cartoons and
graphic designs have been used by a
variety of departments on the PV
campus such as the Owens-Franklin
Health Care Center, KPVU-FM 91.3

and Auxiliary Services. In fact, a
recent I-shirt design for KPVU radio
was a very sought-after item by
students and residents in the Waller
County area.
Hendrix is a member of
Kappa Pi Honorary Art Fraternity and
the American Advertising Federation.
He has won several awards including
the Renaissance Artist of 1993 award
and first place in the Houston
Advertising Federation Student
Conference and Competition during
1995.
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hat's the Flava
by: George Spillman Jr.

All Eyes On Me. Book 1
Executive Producer: Suge
Knight
Co-Producer: 2Pac
Label: Death Row Records/
Interscope Records

2Pac
Imagine being acquitted in a rape trial and then moments later
deciding to go to Death Row. This situation is all too real for one of the
world's most controversial characters, Tupac Shakur. In the midst of all
the hoopla and grandstanding, emerges a true soldier with the power to
influence the "Ole Dogs" of the world and at the same time romance your
wife.
"All Eyez On Me", Shakur's first project released after signing
with Death Row records, is the first rap double album in hip-hop history
The albums first single 'California Love' was produced and marketed to
the fullest extent with a video which premiered New Year's Day on MTV
and has a video version for each remix . 'Life Goes On,' the second single
to hitthe radio, brings to mind the song 'How Long Will They Mourn Me'
from the Thug Life album because of its subject matter.
The opening cut on the CD, "My Ambitionz As A Rida", is one
that's sure to get heads bobbin' and pump up any party. "All About U'',
which features Snoop Doggy Dogg, Nate Dogg and Dru Down, has a
sample of the Cameo hit "Candy" and speaks on the topic of women that
seem to "pop up" every time a video is being shot, desperately trying to
get a spot in the video.
-N

'

t

but rocks nonetheless thanks to tight production by Jodeci's
DeVante Swing.
DJ. Quik was allowed to flex his skills in production wizardry
on "Heartz of Men." If you listen to the first 50 seconds very closely, you
can hear a hidden message sampled from the Artist Formerly Known as
Prince's "Purple Rain" album (the backward message after 'Darling
Nikki').
'I Ain't Mad At Cha', is a song which Dat Zaggin Daz shows his
versatility in production with the use ofBaptist church style chords which
create the perfect setting for 2Pac's heart felt words. The jam that I can
not help but rewind over and over is "Got My Mind Made Up" features
guest M.C. 's Dat Aggin Daz, Kurupt, Method Man, and Redman. These
lyricists never cease to amaze me with their ability to give the listener a
perfect mental picture.
Pound for pound, Book I, the first half of 'All Eyes On Me' is
a dynamic album by itself but the good folks down at Death Row Records
were not satisfied, so look out for a review of Book 2 in the next issue.
original
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H-Town is back with hit from soundtrack
By Burl C. Harris
Managing Editor

After three years, the R&B singing group HTown is still holding on to success. The group exploded
onto the scene in 1993 with their debut album "Fever For
Da Flavor". The singles "Knockin' Da Boots" and "Lick
U Up" from the album were at the top of the charts. They
returned in 1994 with the album "Beggin' After Dark"
which included the hits "Emotions" and "Back Seat (Wit
No Sheets).
Now they are back at the top of the charts with
aremakeofthePersuadersclassic"A ThinLineBetween
Love and Hate" which is also the theme and title of the
new motion picture starring Martin Lawrence.
G.1., Shazaam, and Dino have collectively been
known as H-Town for approximately five years. Born
and raised in Houston, the group was discovered by
Mac-Town Productions and signed by Luther Campbell's
Luke Records in 1993.
According to G.1., the group's influences range
from Donny Hathaway to Marvin Gaye. He says today's
groups lack originality and that is what H-Town would
like to bring back.
Since recording for Luke Records, G.I. says the
group has been given artistic freedom. "Luke came to us
and asked what we wanted and what we thought," said
G.I. However, a new contract is being negotiated. G.I.
says since Luther Campbell claimed bankruptcy, it has
become hard to get the support that the group needs.
A new album is in the works and is expected by
the end of the year. G .I. says that the group would like
Roger "l'«>utman and 1be ~ , Formen-y Known as

Prince to produce some tracks for the album.
Troutman produced the current single "A Thin
Line Between Love and Hate" which also features vocals
by diva Shirley Murdock. The single is gaining a lot of
airplay and is currently at number fifteen on Billboard's
R&B singles chart. The single ranks number 62 on

ff-Town

Billboard's Hot 100 singles chart.
Though H-Town presently is not having trouble
with chart success, the group still experiences setbacks
from the music industry. ''The music business is hard,"
says G.I. 'There is a time and place for everything in the
music business," he explained. ''In the summer you have
crazy tours and by the end of the year, labels are trying
to recruit money from radio and records sales. If your
records don't get played, then you don't know who your
fans are. The music industry is good when the fans and
entourage are there to support you."
G.I's favorite aspect of the industry is the
business aspect He believes that many upcoming artists
are naive to the music business. Performing gives the
group a chance to see what the people want. Recording
&\,"CS \he group a c\\anc:c \0 '1oc.a\\-y e~
feel.

oow

The group is also working on otherprojects and
productions including a new group called Deja and
Dino's sister, Crystal.
Next month, the group will perfonn some tour
dates with R. Kelly, Boyz II Men, and Brandy.

Buen~ello first Hispanic to vie for Miss PV
Claudia Buentello is the first Hispanic student to compete for the
title of Miss Prairie View A&M University. The 20-year-old MexicanAmerican is a junior elementary education major. Buentello is a graduate
of Phyllis Wheatley High School and the daughter of Ricardo and Luz
Clara Buentello of Houston.
Buentello is the secretary ofClflSPAS, a Hispanic student
organization and was chosen as CillSPAS' sweetheart for 1995-1996.
Buentello was chairperson of the Hispanic Greek sorority Kappa Delta Chi
and has made the president's honor roll. The Miss Prairie View Pageant
will be held on Friday, March 29 in the Baby Dome at 7:00p.m.

ARIBS (Mar 21- April 19) * This month proves to be the best for you in terms
of relationships. But don't lose yourself in love, remember your purposeeducation.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20) Your are creative by nature. Channel your creative
energy to positive things and you will prosper
GEMINI (May 21- June 21) Become closer ~o your inner feelings. Stop bottling
up your emotions and talk to someone you can trust.
C~N_CER (June 22-July 22) You've been on a serious lazy tip; get over it and get
with it. The semester is leavino you beh" d·
h.
c
m • catc it.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22) The worst is over and now you can shine' No matter what
keep your head up and continue to grow and blossom
·
VIRGO (Aug. 23. Sept. 22) Be willing to e
t th . b .
y ,
.
chan e the ast, concentrate on the future an~ce~'ll ~e:1 ::~~ be~~e:~ not gomg to

\be'j

LIBRA (Sept. 23• Oct. 23) It's not you, it's them. Don't take the blame for someone
else's mistakes. Stand by your word.
SC?RPIO (Oct. 24• Nov. 21)* Love you~el_f~is month. Go and do that wild thing
you ve always wanted, be remember your hm1tat1ons.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22• D~ 21) Hey gro~cho, snap out of it! Stop snapping at
everybody who asks you a quest10n. Relax a little.
CAP~COR~ ( Dec. 22-Ja~. 19) C~unt the days before you can reach that point in
your hfe. You re so close, don t blow 1t.
AQUARIUS (J 2 F
·
.
an. 0~ eh._ l8) Hello! 1s anybody home? Settle down and reevaluate
your thmg before you Jump mto soi:nebody else's. HINT HINT.
~ISCES (FEB. 19- MAR. 20) Things aren't always what they seem; look at your
hfe and ask yourself are you living in a fantasy or the real world.
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CEREMONY continued from page 1

MARRIOTT continued from page 5

remain on the meal plan, as all other
profit , but American Campus
resident students do.
Lifestyles, Co. L.L.C. must still lease culturally diverse backgrounds,
In conjunction with this idea
economically challenged, and
the land from the university.
is the fact that the 672 students that
After University Village has historically by-passed.
The program will be an
will be living in University Village been established for a period of time,
makeupalmostonethirdofthestudents the university may choose to buy intensive eight week, highly
on the meal plan. If the option of not American Campus Lifestyles, Co. structured, academic pre-college
eating in Alumni were available to all L.L.C.'s part of University Village. summer program designed to offer
of those students and they chose to At this time the university may wish to mathematics, reading comprehension,
follow through with this option, then declare University Village an off writing, computer and study skills
the remaining students on the meal
campus venture and remove the training. ACCESS Program open to
plan will have to deal with a drastic requirement of the meal plan. This
increase in the board coSl.
would not take place for a long period
"This whole project
of time, though.
(University Village)isaboutstudents,"
According to Col. Aldridge, HOUSING continued
said the Directorofhousing, Col. A.D. "If we want the university to grow, this
in the State of Texas, and student
Aldridge. "The housing is deplorable (University Village) is the key to
living conditions should match this
and needs to be fixed."
growth." Only with the continued distinction."
The company responsible for
. development of PV can it become a
The committee to develop
buildi~g the apartrne~t complex JS better institution of higher learning.
privatized housing for PVAMU was
American Campus Lifestyles,
Co.
F
t'
on
.
.
or any ques ions
L.L.C. out. of Austin, TX. . This Uruvers1ty
.
. V'II
I
all (409) formed in 1994 with a goal of opening
I age p ease c
new student housing by the Fall
company raises the money to build the 857 _9050 or (409) 857-2923.
apartments in exchange for 50% of the

CHECKS continued from page 5
checks at the issuing bank. Many
"W'na'I. 1>.1:e 'l.ne ~ee1;'1

'oan\<..1; won' 'I. cnax~e

'jOU

a {ee {o~

Nearly all check-cashing cashingtheircustomer:check~. lfyou

services charge a number of fees, must use a check-cashing service, call
including: A one time identification around and compare their rates.

fee, memberships fee or higher first- For More Information
time fee ranging from less than $1 to 3
For more information about
percent of the face value of the check. check-cashing or consumer issues,
A minimum check-cashing fee, please contact our Consumer
regardless of how small the check is, ProtectionDivisionat(800)337-2928.
higher fees for cashing larger checks. Other organizations stand ready to help
Long distance verification fees of up you as a bank consumer. The Credit
to $2 to verify out-of-state or out -of- Union National Association can tell
area checks.
you if you are eligible for membership
Protect Yourself
in a credit union in your area. You may
As a consumers , you can write them at P.O. Box 431, Madison,
avoid the higher cost of check-cashing WI. 5370 I, or call (800) 472-1702 ext.
services in several ways. Perhaps most 235. Consumer Union offers an article
important, you should ask about all the called " The High Cost of Check
fees up front before you use financial Cashing," which is available for $3 by
services. You can protect yourself in writing the magazine at 1535 Mission
other ways. If possible, cash personal Street, San Francisco, CA 94103.

PROFESSOR continued from page 5
devotion to empowering students and
specifically demonstrating a steadfast
commitment to educating his military
engineering students. He was also the
driving force behind PV AMU being
awarded three government research
grants totalling in excess of one halfmillion dollars.
Frazier has achieved an
unprecedented ixth year in conducting
research for a national security agency.
These high profile re earch projects
arc a tremendous training opportunity

to facilitate the cadet's and
midshipmen's technical leadership.
Frazier's commitment to
engineering and enlightening young
minds extends beyond the university
into local high schools and ci vie groups
as he speaks to youth about pursuing
careers in engineering and other
technical fields. All of these
accomplishments ultimately lead to
his being chosen for this distinguished
honor.

Texas residents, made possible by
funding from the Texas Legislature.
Campbell indicates that, " Academic
courses will be augmented by classes
in personal/social development, selfawareness, leadership and other social/
life skills."
Following the ACCESS
Program, staff members will continue
to track overall student progress and to

provided academic counseling,
tutoring, and mentorship during the
student's freshman year at PV AMU.
Dr. Charles A. Hines, is the Directorof
ACCESS and Dr. William Parker is
the Deputy Director for the program.
Christa Molloy and Lettie Raab are
program coordinators for the program.
For more information call: (409) 8574448 or 4449.

from page 5
semester of 1996. The overall goal of
privatized housing at Prairie View
A&M University is to increase the
quality of living and learning while
providing more space and less stress
for students. This process is designed

to increase student retention, to support
a student population which is culturally
and ethnically diverse, and to enhance
the university image while providing
an environment for students which is
conducive for overall growth.
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Sports
Basketball and cotton fields: the devout shall prevail
By Eric-Chamel Gaither
Sports Editor

As Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf
stood with upward palms, bowed head,
and closed eyes, a Chicago wind of
chilling human nature pierced his ears
with sharp hissing wisps. Since being
placed on restriction, for failure to
honor his contract, it was Abdul-Rauf s
game re-debut.
So what? He missed an
estimated $31,000 a game that is 2.5
times greater than the parental income
of the average college financial aid
recipient, and that should tell you three
things.
One, if this bothers you,
you're most likely on the borderline
poverty/middle-class economic ladder,
and would do anything moral to get in
the position where you could
potentially earn an estimated $31.000

every several days.
Two, you should begin
focusing your energies toward some
mental stability, because the obvious
lack of dead presidents in your life has
you stressed.
But most importantly, it
should alert you to the fact that someone
was getting paid a hell of a lot more
than Abdul-Rauf - namely the owners
- and that all of your anger should be
directed toward those knuckleheads
and not a devout brother attempting to
honor and uphold his beliefs.
For all of the so-called
fanatics (fans) that displayed an "If
you don't like it, then go back to where
you came from" attitude, I have a sport
for you called fair game.
Rule one in fair game says,
'Let us take an in-depth look at history
to see who goes where'.
See,Abdul-Raufhas the right
to recognize any symbol - flag, sock,

Athletic scholarships return to PY
Prairie
View
A&M
University officially announces that
athletics scholarships will be reinstated
for the 1996-1997 academic year.
Prairie
View
A&M
University, the lone remaining charter
member of the Southwestern Athletic
Conference, terminated athletic
scholarships after the 1990-199 I
school year due to financial restraints.
According to Hensley
Sapenter, Head Football Coach and
Athletic Director, only the minimum
number of scholarships will be issued
for the upcoming school year.
"This minimum is based on
National Collegiate Athletic
Association guidelines for all
programs," said Sapenter. "Hopefully,
because of this, our future in athletics
will be brighter. By having scholarship
it somewhat levels the playing field. It
affords us the opportunity to recruit
and attract some talented people."
Funding for the scholarships
will be guaranteed through an
additional allocation of student service
fees, according to President Charles
A. Hines.
"Athletics is an integral part
of the university. In terms ofattracting

students to the university. In terms of
attracting students to the university,
you may not like it, but athletics
matters," said Dr. Hines.
"The name of Prairie View
is continually hurt because we're
viewed in terms ofourwon-lostrecord
in football. We're the second biggest
producer of African-American
engineers and the numberone producer
of African-Americans going to medical
school. Butallofthepositivesignsare
lost."
As a member of NCAA
Division I, Prairie View will provide
minimum institutional financial
assistance that equates to a total of 49
grants for eight female and eight male
sports.
"The student at Prairie View
feel that it is very important to put
athletic back into a positive image,"
said Student Government President
Dareus Starr. "Academically we're
outstanding. It's shame that institutions
which serve as a mountain of higher
education can be belittled to a 'mole'
hill when it comes to its athletics
programs. Athletics is essential to the
growth of any university. It develops
school spirit and unity."

or shoestring - for what he sees it to be,
when it is representative of this land.
That is his birthright.
Slavery aside, there were
Africans in this 'New World' before
Columbus hopped boat, made a
mistake,andthencontinuedtonavigate
to this part of the world with the
assistance of stolen and accurate maps
constructed by West African
cartographers.
Therefore, if we should
recognizeanycontract,letusrecognize
thecontractthat hasumbilicallybound
the African presence to this continent
too, before we recognize any NBA
contract that requires astute attention
for a song of stolen country.
O.K., let us say that now the
country is here.
When The Star Spangled
Bannerwaswritten,peopleofAfrican
descent were not even considered
citizens of this sovereign institution.

bird quit singing: He got tired of being interpretation.
thrown scraps from the feeder, while
So, for which creature exists
the feeder got fat off of the big seeds. throned which he has centered his life?
The trick was lo make the
And just as sure as Abdulbird - or basketball player - think that Rauf said that the flag was
he was getting fed - or paid· prime representative of tyranny and
grain for his songs · or three point oppression did two tyrannous
skills, when the cage keeper was Americans prove his point by acting
actually pocketing the five-dollars bills the roles, as they rampantly made their
and letting the nickels make their way way into a mosque to protest the actions
to the birds.
of Abdul-Rauf. For those that choose
And while all of the zoo it as a symbol, it is a direct reflection
attendees - or fans - convey hate for of the values they have chosen to
this man, they must realize just that: embrace.
He is a thinking man, devout to the will
Yeah, say what you will, he's
of Allah, and not an animal.
returned to the game.
The media tried to divide and
But just as sure as the bird
conquer by getting Hakeem Olajuwon feeder eyes the coup, he knows that if
to comment on the situation, this bird flies it will hurt his pocket
disrespecting the fact that each man is more than the bird's. True, as you
allowed his perception of the law, know, birds don't have pockets-only
regardless of any other man's nests. And something tells me that
perception.
Abdul-Rauf is smart enough to have
Even the constitution has an built himself a \atuitous nest to fall

yeah. 1 \mow wh-y fue caged E.\as\ic C\ause \hat ensures a \oose bac."- on.

Congratulations to PV's outdoor track and.field
team on their performance at the Texas
Southern University Relays.
--------------------------------------

Quality played factor in SWA C
indoor track, field chainpionship
By Eric-Chamel Gaither
Sports Editor

It was quality - not quantity - that landed the
Panther track squad several of the top places at the SWAC
(Southwestern Athletic Conference) indoor track and field
championships, held Feb. 18, 1996, at Will Rodgers Stadium
in Fort Worth, Texas.
The Panther roster was shortest of all competing
universities: Alabama State, Alcorn, Grambling, Jackson
State, Mississippi Valley, and Southern.
Dakari Jahi was one of two first place finishes for
the Panthers, clocking a speedy 1:51.3 in the 800-meter
dash.
Maurice Garrett, Danny Battle, and Eric
Mclemore combined with Jahi to post a blazing and
seasonal best of 3:14.3 in the 4x400-meter (mile) relay.
The gold-medal mile relay performance was
spearheaded by a captivating and incomparable scratch-leg
time of 47 .99 seconds, produced by quarter-miler Maurice
Garrett.

Battle then extended the order-of-business
on the first exchange from Garrett.
Into the second exchange, the Panthers had
a sizable lead over the rest of the field. At that
exchange, Mclemore received the baton from Battle,
before passing to Jahi for the anchor leg of the relay.
Both Battle and Mclemore had 49-plus
second splits as second and third legs, respectively.
Jahi adjourned the session with a 46-plus second
split.
Triple jumper Eric-Chamel Gaither leaped
to a second place finish with a distance of 47ft. Sin.
Dominique Henderson fired up the verticals
for a 6ft.-8in. high jump that was good for a third
place finish.
Garrett scored again in the 400-meter dash
with a time of 48.4 seconds.
Shot putter Deshon Hargrove hoisted
enough for a fourth place finish in his specialty.
Assistant head coach Clifton Gillard said
that this team consists of one of the better freshman
classes.
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Viewpoints
Image is everything, thirst for something better PV
BYKENDAVIS
Guest Columnist

them that they could be held in inwork,analysis,anddesignforhotel/
contempt and arrested if they refuse to eateries, hospitality marketing,
serve their adult duty.
catering, tourism, and more. Imagine
There is a lot of lashing out facilitieslikea"FairfieldMarriottlnn"
I have seen this university because of callous, apathetic people located right at the new 290, a campus
being addressed for the negatives that servicing students. A first impression entrance Courtyard Hotel, a new
seemed insunnountable, such as our may lead to the wrong perception. business school, and by the MSC as a
losing record in football. Although Why should that be the norm year after dining hall, all with faculty, co-op/
we've been uplifted by the media for year? That leads to a chain of apathy, interns, students, and employees
recent accomplishments like the new selfishness, and disrespect. Concern, working together.
housing project, this was only communication, and action leads to
Toinitiatechange,findwhat
highlighted at a regional level. So we building better football programs, really stops progress. For example,
have a greater task on which to focus: departments, neighborhoods, and instead of looking at each other, we
the overall rebuilding ofPrairie View's businesses.
need to look at who we allow in public
image. And not just the university's
Has anyone considered the office ,likecountyofficialswhoreject
image, but the city and its African- economic strength of PV's students, proposals by our precinct
American residents.
future breadwinner , and aspiring commissioner for community
It tarts with us. It i "time- entrepreneurs? Ablueprintforchange upgrad~s with th_e intent of h~ving
out" for the "poor me" syndrome. I starts with participating in city hall, places hke PY wither away. Its not
arnnotdismi ingtherighttobeangry and redefining the chamber of justaboutwhoyouknow,orwhatyou
and grieve our failure to act upon commerce. Open doors to good know, but what you know about who
i ues of thi community, however busine e , especially major African- you know.
we houldn't wallow in it, be elfi h American busine ses, thereby gaining
Most people knew me as_the
about it, and feel sorry for our elve . job rai ing property values, and stude~t with the _barb_ec~e hnk
That kind of stand may re ult in an planting corporate roots in our cite . sandw1che . Let this ed1tonal be a
unwil\ingne toco\\aborateaspeop\e Everything from non-profit group to testament of my love an~ support of
of different backgrounds with community beautification projects to my people. Tho~ ~andw1~hes were a
\)Crcep\ions, or so\u\ions to ana\yz.e 'banks to shoppin'i, p\a1.as and sma\\ part of a v1s1on which:_~~~
at\6 tet\6et use\:u\. "\>oot 'jOU' ....,\\\

resi.den\ia\ areas can become vi.ab\e \o tt\e \ha\ we can a\\ ~ve

.

never come to the table.
community development. That could "business mind". D~spite your maJor,
Image is everything, leadtocommunitycentersforthecity's become co~puter literate and ~ea
especially self-image. If you don't neighborhoods and metropolitan few busrness cours~s hke

Jove yourself, you won't love others. transportation systems.
management, accounting, or
And that is sadly true with our Black
Other ideas can link marketing to unders~d the sen_se of
people. If it wasn't, we wouldn't be university, community, and corporate independencethatAfrican-Amencans
toobusytopickupourtraysinAlumni needs. Visualize PV as a school with need.
Don'tstrivetobehere,strive
Hall, we would take the semes te r joint-venture investments (a college
·
f
h
·
sl
we
to
be
here
with that business mind.
al
ev uauon o teac ers senou Y,
rivalingUniversityofHouston'sHilton
.
would support those who are not Hotel/Restaurant school could be just Become grounded and groomed m
majors of our own kind, all campus thatkeyforPV. And the Houston area yo~maj~rwithabusinessmind. And
organizations would support one is known for its expanding hospitality while domg that, become a part ~f the
another, and everyone would remain sector. We could begin with a smaller city's advancement. Exe~ph~ a
seated for the entire football games. version of that concept (i.e. a Prairie successful cultural commum~y which
There must be a better View A&MUniversity Marriott Hotel) caters to all people ai_1d pac1fi_e~ the
rapport with students, especially Black collaborating Marriott, the College of needs of this co~uruty .. En':'1s1on a
men. I constantly hear many faculty Business, and the Agriculture betterimageforthispotent1~l_d1~ond
in the rough called Prame View.
and staff refer to students as "kids". department.
That is not good. If one of these
This idea could be a prototype Image is everything, so let's thirst for
"kids" were called to be a juror, a for hospitality departments with studies something better.
judge would be the first to remind

Dear Jaquita,
My friend is always in my
business. She has no life of her own
and eems to stretch the truth whenever he THINKS she knows something about me and my boyfriend.
This is what makes me really mad. She has been here since
1990 and has a 0.10 GPA, and finds
my busine to be of interest oppo ed
to her books. She doesn't go to class
and her favorite pass- time is getting
dressed up to go to Alumni.
She has told not only my
business but her other friends as
well. When will her purpose at Prai-

rie View change from telling the
world other people's business and
tending to her own ? Help me find a
way to help the motor mouth realize

Enclose payment of $13.00 per year with
your application. Mail to: The Panther
P. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446.
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at all. And eventually she'll have to
find someone else's business to
spread.

Read The Panther. ..... We're
DOIN' IT and DOIN' IT and DOIN' IT
WELL just for you !!

I
I

Zip

Dear Friend,
It seems that you've fallen
victim to what every person does
when it comes to friends, finding
out who really is and who isn't. The
fact that your "friend" has no life
and tells all your business is besides the point. You now know
how she is, it is up to you to be
careful about what you say around
her. She seems to not value the idea
of 'other people's business' being
just that.
Thi is a very large univer ity sometimes when you discuss thing out in public or even in
the thin-walled dorm , you mu t
be careful what you ay. Your
business is just that, o do what you
have to keep it that way.
As tar a helping her realize her mouth is big, the mo t you
can do is make ii a point not to

Dear Jaquita responds to comments of members of the university
community by applying common sense, humor, and experience to
all submissions. The column should not be regarded as an "advice"
column, but more as an opinion column, and readers who have
serious emotional problems should seek help. Send questions for
Jaquita to : The Panther, P.O. Box 158 Prairie View, TX 77446.
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I 'I'HE PANTHER.
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the error if her ways and shut up !
The Friend

State

Zip

Enclose payment of $13.00 per year with
your application. Mail to: The Panther
P.O. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446.

The Panther
welcomes all
comments, questions, and suggestions.
Please call 8572132 for more
information.

